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FOREWORD 
_:-ds stud 'laS mad.e to determine the value of high 
school records as a. whole and of each of five hi.~tl. school 
k jects 2,8 devices for predlctir:g colle,~e success. 'rt16 
Ii"Lethod used in finding th.1S lue is that of correlation. 
mhe a'Jera of fity students in euch of five hir,h school 
su.biects, 8.8 1I:ell as hig4. school average Y13S correla. ted wi t&~ 
college avel.... l1~e, collec;e ljleigh te .ere , d ,"lith collere 
...·Ta.C1e .,1 Ie five hi,Sh school subjects '!nere ~ ish, 
··'~themati.cs, social science, science, d fore' 
lau;waJ;ll6. 
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THE RELATION BETYI''EEN HIGH SCHOOL
 
GHADES AND COLIEGE SUCCESS
 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem.-- It is the purpose of 
§ ­
this study to discover the value of high school records 
in predicting college success as indicated by college 
average. 
Specifically it is the purpose of tLis study to 
answer the follo~ing questions: 
(a) What relationship exists between the high sctool 
average and the college average? 
(b) What relationship exists bet~een the average of 
high Bcbool mathematics and college average~ 
(c) What relationship eXists between tbe average of 
high school English and college average? 
(d) What relationship exists between t11e high school 
average in science and college average? 
(1) 
,-, 
~ 
(e) What relationship eXists between the average of 
high scbool social sciellce and college average? 
(f) ~hat relationship exists bet~een the average in 
high school foreign language and college average? 
(g) What relationship exists between t1e higb school 
average and college average of such students \ftiho did not 
finish college? 
Limitation of_~he Study.-- This investigation is 
limited to the study of the records of fifty high school. 
graduates from one high school in Indiana. who attended 
the same college. 
Definition of Terms.-- College success in this 
study is considered to mean a hier. college average or a 
lRrge number of grc:.de points. Social Science refers to 
the study of history, sociology, economica, goverruuent. 
etc •• 
Source of Materials.-- The material used as a 
basis of this study was taken from tbe official records 
in the office of the registrar of Butler University. A 
group of fifty students. who ~ere also graduates of 
Shortridge High School of Indianapolis. was selected from 
the graduating class of 1935 of Butler Univeroity. The 
students, for the most part, r.ad attended Shortridge for 
four y~ars previous to enteri&g college. 
The system of grading ill Shortridge High SclJool cmd 
that of Butler University are very similar. Each sc1:001 
grades ita pupils in letters witll almost identical numE:r­
lcal values attaclJed to each letter. 
By i.~sing students ~rades from a college preparatory 
high school "'i th a grading system \.hich is very simi18r 
to tbat used at Butler, there should be fairly accurate 
results obtained in correlating the two sets of grades. 
llethC?d of Attack.-- The high school grades used in 
this study were taken from the transcripts of grades and 
credits sent to the college when the students entered 
the college. The grades from the high school were aver­
aged for each subject. For example, the grades made in 
EnglisiJ for the four years were averaged for each student. 
The grades for mathematics were averaged for each student 
The final average in each subject is used in this study 
to correlate with the final average of all college grades 
for the same students. The average is given in per c~nt. 
The letter system is used in Shortridge high school but 
it had been converted into per cent for the transcript. 
The letters and their values were as follows: A 95; A­
93; B 90; B- 88; C 85; G- 80; D 75; D- 70. 
3 
The college grades were given in letters but were 
converted into numerical values by the same set of values 
as given above. The "incompletes" wbich were found in 
the college grades were given & grade of 70 due to no 
a vaile.ble informa tion obtainable from the otfice. The 
failures were given a value of SO. It did not seem wise 
to disregard failures neither was it fair to count, them 
zero in averaging. Correlations of grades was made by 
using the following formula: 
r= 
Mab Me. Mb 
Ala - {Ma ) Mb - tMb~) 
When	 r Correlaticn Coefficient 
a High School Average 
b Four Year College Average 
II! :Mean or average 
4 
5 
CHAPTER II 
METHODS USED BY VARIOUS COLlEGES TO SEU~CT STUDENTS 
"HO ARE LIKELY TO SUCCEED IN COLlEGE 
Interest in High School Grades as a Means of Indi­
ca ting College S~cce_ss.-- Entrance requirements as set 
forth in catalogues and bulletins pUblished by colleges 
and universities indicate that institutions of higher 
learning are interested in finding and using some ade­
quate basis for selecting students. who will be success­
ful in college. Catalogues frequently specify a certain 
rank or standing in the high school graduating class; 
tliey sometimes specify a certain general average in tlieir 
high school subjects; they may indicate a minimum score 
or grade on a placement test; or they may indicate a 
combination of these as a basis for selecting students. 
Purdue University places primary importance upon 
rank-in-cla.ss for tllOse Who cannot meet all entrance 
. - t. 1requJ.rewen s. 
Ipurdue University Catalogue 1934-35, p.96 
"Any such student who is unable to meet tlJe 
requirements in full will be admitted only nben his 
general high school record is sufficiently good to 
rank him in the upper one-third of his clas6, as 
certified by the principal of his school; provided, 
however, that such graduate who does not have credit 
for at least one unit in plane geometry and one cre­
dit in algebra will not be admitted to one of the 
engineering schools irrespective of hie rank." 
Indiana University requires an aptitude test of all 
their applicants upon entering but stresses the grades 
made in high school by requiring tLe rank-in-class: 2 
"The principal of tbe high school ~ill be 
asked to indicate on the applicant's entrance c~rti­
ficate t1e position of the student in a list in ~hich 
all graduates of that school, in that year, are 
arranged in the order of tlJe grodes they have earn­
ed throughout the high school course. Necessary 
adjustments may be made in the case of very small 
schools" 
The University of Texas Bulletin makes a pointed 
statement under the heading of general inforznation:~ 
lI'As a rule, students 'Who do poor ','ork in high 
school do poor work in the University. A student 
ranking in tbe lower quarter of his graduating 
class is, therefore, strongly advised to complete 
an additional year of preparation before applying 
for admission. If, however, after due deliberation, 
his parents still Wish to have him enter at once, 
he will be admitted and given all privileges 
accorded any other student, but he will be placed 
2 Indiana Universt ty Ca tel_log ue, 1931-32, p .122 
~ .2..niversity of Texas Bulletin, 1930-31, p.8 
6 
? 
under 'special observation t and will be required 
to pass in tlJe minimum amount of work expected of 
other freshmen to be entitled to remain in the 
University" 
The University of Washington makes a requireDent 
which has the following features: 4 
itA D;linimum of eleven units mwt be represented 
by grades which are at least one step above passing 
mark When letters are used to indicate grades. or 
above the passing percentile grade at least one­
fourth of the difference oetween the passing grade 
and 100 per cent. Such grades shall be known as 
recommending grades" 
The catalogue of the Univeroity of Virginia singles 
out the low-ranking student in the following sta tement: 5 
"An applicant for admission Who ranked in the 
lo~est quarter of his class, or who failed in two 
or more SUbjects, will not be admitted uniess he 
presents positive evidence that he ~ill be likely 
to succeed in college in spite of his secondary 
record" 
The following statement, taken from the 1931-32 
Minnesota University Bulletin, indicates the method used 
in selecting college students in the University of Minne­
6
sota: 
"Generally speaking, those who like ti.eir 
high school studies and are suocessful in them are 
more likely to succeed in college. Of those Who 
4 University of Washington Catalogue, 1931-32, p.5? 
5 University of Virgini: Ca~alogue, 19~2-33, p. 151 
6 Bulletin of University of Minne~~~, 1931-32,p.6 
8 
atand in tbe lowest one-fourtb of their higb 6 chool 
classes, very few are successful in college work. 
Most of these would do v"ell to consider other types 
of training for a vocation in which they may be 
successful. Of those who stand in the highest one­
fourth of their high scbool classes about 80 per 
cent make satisfactory records in college" 
Further evidence of the value Vlhi,ch colleges place 
on high school grades is sboVin in a survey made by Habib 
Amin Kurani of Columbia Teachers College, New York. 
Kurani made a study of the methods used by 287 Eastern 
Colleges and Universities as to tlJe method employed by 
them in tbe selection of college· fresllinen. In tbis study 
he conoludes that most of the colleges make use of rank 
in class but convert this to a quartile ranking to make 
allowances for size of the cluss. This can be done by 
using the follOWing formula: 
Percentile Rank = R	 - i X 100 
:N 
In tbis formula R represents the absolute rank of 
the student in his class and n is the number of students 
in the, graduating clBss. For example a student Whose 
average places him in fifth place from the top in a 
class of 20. By pla.cing this in the formula it would be 
5 - t divided by 20 times 100 Whicb would give 22.5. or 
in other words tbis student would be 22 in a class of 100. 
Now if this same student were 5th in a class of 50. he 
would rank 9th in a class of 100. 
By tbe use of such a formula the ranking of the gradu­
ates from small schools may be classified more accurately. 
If the class is too small even tllis met110d ie ratber in­
effective. 
Table I. below shoWs some of the findings of Profeseor 
Babib Amin Xurani from an investigation made while he 
attended the Columbia Teachere College in New York. 
TABLE I. CLASSIFICATION OF TWO HUlIDRED EIGHTY­
SEVEN COI,.U;GES AND UNIVERSITIES ACCORDING 
TO METHOD EMPLOYEn FOR TESTING CANDIDATEB 
PREPARAT'ION (7) 
~-_::: 
Metbod of Admission No. of %of total 
Institutions Institutions
. 
Presentation of bigh Bcbool 
Diploma ~2 11 
Entrance examinations only. • 21 7 
Certificate 259 91 
Examinntions for students wbo do 
not bave entrance eertificates 229 
Based on combination of 
certificate and examin0tion 45 12• 
Based on maturity. 132 46 
?Babib Amin Kurani, "Selecting tbe College Student 
in America"Columbia Teachers College,No.50~J 19~2.pp.14-17 
9 
80 
10 
The findings in this table snow that 259 of the 289 
scbools studied used the certificate aa a basis for ad­
mitting students; tLis group included 91 per cent of the 
total number of institutions studied. The next largest 
group in the study is that of giving examinations for 
students who do not have entrance certificates. There are 
229 in this group which require examinations; -Which con­
stitutes 80 per cent of all 6choolo studied. 
Frofessor Kurani states that of tile 259 schools 
which admit students by certificate, tlJere are 254 Which 
stipulate that the high sclJOol must be accredited by 
some agency. Within the group of schools admitting by 
certificate there are two outstanding limitations. (1) 
The candidate shall rank in a certain section of his class; 
(2) he s~all attain a certain grade above a minimum p~ss­
ing mark. 
The above data expressed in per cent of colleges 
using the student-rank-in-class as a criterion for select­
ing college students, With rank yrescribed, are shown in 
Table II. This table is read as follows: Seventeen of the 
institutions, v,hich is 6 per cent of tbe total D\llWer 
studied, re4,uire tl1at the student must rank in the upper 
quartile before he will be admitted to college. Thirty­
11 
one institutions, which is 11 per cent of the total num­
ber of institutions studied, require that the student must 
rank above average. Fifty-five institutions, wr.ich i6 
20 per cent of the tctal number studied, require that the 
student must rank in the upper two.thirds of his class in 
high sctool; etc •• 
TABlE I I.	 PER CENT OF COLIEGES USING
 
HAliK. IN-CLASS AS CRI~~RION
 
FOR SELECTING STUDENTS (8)
 
Rank Prescribed No. of % of total 
Institutions Institutions 
-
Upper quartl1e 17 6 
Above average 31 
-
11 
Upper two-thirds 55 20 
Upper three-fourths 7 2.4 
Upper two-fifths 2 0.7 
Rank not specified 3 
-­
115 40.1 
8 Ibid, p. 16, ff. 
12 
CHAPTER III 
OTr~R INVESTIGATIONS IN THIS FIELD 
During the last fifteen years there have been oany 
investigations in the field of education dealing With 
various phases of the proble~ of predicting college 
success. 
The departments of education of a nwnber of colleges 
and universities have been conducting investigations with 
reference to the relationship existing between the grades 
made in high school and those made in college. A brief 
of some of the findings of these schools, which are closely 
related to tbis inveetigati"n, Will be given for compari­
son with the findings of this study. 
Predictions of college success liD-ve been attempted 
on the following basis: placement and attainment tests; 
college apti tude tests; prognostic tE;sts; s·'pecial € ntrance 
examinations; marks in specific high 6chool subjects; gen­
eral schola.stic averD-ges in high schuol; rank... in-class 
in higb school; and var ioue combinations of tbe,se. 
Gowen and Gooch9 reported upon one of the earliest 
-
9J.W.Gowen,and M.Gooch. "The Mental Attainments of 
College Students in Re12tions to Previous Trainins"in 
,TournaI of Educa t lonai Psychology, 16: 547 ..65 .1~ovember.1925 
13 
and most extensive investigations of the relationsbip be~ 
t'Y1een marks received in Sfecific high school subjects and 
marks in the same or related college subjects. ~his in­
vestigat10n was based upon records of 927 students who 
entered the University of Maine 'oetween 1909 and 1917. 
The students came from nearly 300 secondary scbools,both 
pUblic and priva te, in wbich there was a gren t var1e ty of 
systems of marking. With such a long period under coneid­
eration; the wide variety of secondary sc1001s; &nd college 
marks spread over four years they found tbat out of 4:3 co­
efficients of correlation of high scbool and college marks. 
only 7.exceed .40, the median being .28, the lliax1mum .4~. 
A. W~ Kornhauser lO using actual mar~~s lliE.1de in cOllege 
as a measure of college success. made a study of the rela­
tionship of college success to a number of other criteria. 
The students records studied were ta:i(en from the sc:tool 
of Commerce and Business Adffiinistration of the University 
of Chicago. The material available from the high 6c100ls 
for comparison with the college marks included tLe followi~g: 
a reading test, a high school information test, and an 
10
A. W. Kornhauser,"Test and High School Records as 
Indicators of Success in an Undergraduate School of BUsi­
ness" ~n Journal of Educational ~e~~arch. 16::342.356 
14: 
index derived from the high school marks. 
The investigation showed correlation coefficients of 
high school and college marks ranging near .50. Academic 
high school grades alone yielded the lowest correlation 
with college grades. Kornhauser was of the opinion that 
for the upper levels of the classes the reading teats and 
high school marks were of more significance for the pur­
pose of prediction. while the intellig~nce tests were more 
significant for the lower levels of talent. This study 
took account of the reliability of college marks by cor. 
relating the marks of one quarter or year With those of 
another quarter or year. These correlations range from 
.65 to .83. 
The college records of 3318 students froM Eastern 
colleges and universities were examined and 3tudied by 
A. D. Whitman 11 . All of the stuJents had taken the 
examinations prepaned by the College Entrance Examination 
Board. Mr. Whi tl118:n also had access to the high sch 001 
records of the 3318 students. The study was intended to 
llA.D.Whitman,IlThe Value of the Examinations of the 
College Entrance Examination Board as Prediction of Success 
in College", Columbia University Teaohers College, New 
York, 9.77 
show the relation between high school mar~s in algebra, 
geometry, English, French, ancient history and physics 
and mar~s in similar college subjects. Because of the 
diversified marking system used in the high schools, he 
evaluated each mark. None of the correlations found by 
~~itman were high enough to be of significance in pre-
dieting college success from high school grades. One 
conclusion reached in this study, ho~ever, was that the 
comprehensive examination given by the College Entrance 
Examination Board was superior to the old type of essay 
examination for predicting probably college success. 
H. L. Garrett quotes the folloWing statement from 
a report of a study, made by Reeves and Hussell, which 
was published in the University of Kentucky Bulletin in 
121930, Bureau of School Service: 
"Some lack of agreeMent is in evidence among 
the studies presented on the point of the relative 
value of various methods for predicting success. 
While the majority of the studies seem to fav~ 
the psychological test as giVing best results for 
prediction, those who favor the content examina­
tion or high school records are not without 
L2 Homer L. Garrett, ll]?redictive Value of High 
School Records with Special neference to Rank-In-Class II, 
Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Department of Educa­
tion, Leland Stanford Junior university, 1932, p.37 
15 
evidence to support their case ••..•.. there is gen­
eral agreement among those who have used the intell­
igence testa in institutions of higher learning that 
such tests are of value in prediction of scholastic 
success. However, it is generally agreed that a 
combination of test results is more reliable than 
results from single teats, and that the most re­
liable prediction is probably to be obtained by 
combining test results and other criteria." 
A report ~de in 1920 by Dean Johnston of the Uni· 
versi ty of Minnesota included tbe follo,,'ing facts as a 
basis of selecting those students Who should be admitted 
to college: 
(ll Standing in high school class 
( 2 Mental tea ts 
(3 Proportion of high school mar~s above the aver­
age grade 
(4) English, essay or theme 
(5) Principal's estimate of student's ability 
In 1922 Dean Johnston13 reported findings from a 
study of students entering the University from high schools 
of Minneapolis and St. Paul. The factors included in this 
report are:II Rank-in-class in high school 
2 Score on the Army Alpha test 
3 Grades earned on three fresbmen English themes 
4 Number of units of advanced work taken in highI
school 
On this basis Dean Johnston reached the conclusion 
that the university should take serious account of the 
l3J.B.Johnston,"Test for Ability before College 
Entrance" School and Society, 10:345-53. (April l,19~2) 
17 
records made by students in high school and that English 
appeared to be the ffiOSt reliable factor for predicting 
college success. 
In 1924 Dean Johnston 14 reported the results of a 
third study which dealt with only two factors; rank~in~ 
class, in high school; and rating on a psychological exam­
ination, as a basis for predicting 6uccess in college. 
Two special featur,es presented in this report were: pre­
diction for sex groups; and lnfl~ence of the size of the 
high school graduating class upon the validity of rank­
in-class. In this report he makes the follo~ing statement: 
"Predictions •.•• could be made with a feeling 
of certainty in the case of students coming from 
large high schools. In Minnesota, this would in­
clude a considerably larger nWlloer than the group 
studied. In the case of the students coming from 
the small high schools the high school ranking is 
much less reliable for prediction and must be used 
with great caution in the case of a graduating class 
numbering fewer than 20. For students coming from 
small high 8chools the administration must suspend 
judgment unless the intelligence test score is ex~ 
tremely low or until otber forms of reliable infor­
mation are found." 
These three studies were combined by Dean Johnston 
14 J. B. Johnston,"Predicting Success or Failure in 
College at the Time of Entrance ll Schools and Society, 
19:172-16, (June 28,1924) and 20;27-32, (JUly 5, 1924) 
and were reported15 in 1928. These surveys include the 
records of 1088 students who entered the Oollege of Arts. 
Science and Literature of the University of Minnesota and 
who came from the high schools of Minne~polis and St. paul. 
The study gave consideration to each of tIle folloviing: 
high school scholarship; psychological test, high school 
interests, ~c~ivities and experience, advanced studies in 
high school, and estimates by high school principals and 
teachers. The investigation partiCUlarly emphasized the 
CAR formula (college aptitude rating; the average of stand-
in high school and standing on the psychological eXEililina­
tion) • 
The Minnesota studies directed and reported by Dean 
Johnston indicated tbe superiority of high Bchool records 
as a criterion for predicting college success. The value 
of high school standing was, however, shown to be more re­
liable When combined With the scores of specially devised 
college aptitude tests. The results of Dean Johnston's 
study were limited to the extent that only large high 
schools were considered. The results gave no evid~ ce 
15 J. B. Johnston. "Advising College Students", in 
Journal of Higher Educatio.n 1:315-20. (June 1930) 
18 
for or against the practice of ranking small graduating 
classes for the purpose of predicting college success. 
Johnston makes this statement in the sURWlary of his re­
port: 
"::Juff ice itt 0 say he re that, twhi le the high 
school record is the most reliable single measure 
of aptitude for college work, the combination of 
this with the tests gives a better basis for pre­
diction than one alone" 
E. L. Clark 16 in 1927, made a report of a study in 
the College of Liberal Arts of North~estern University. 
He reached the conclusion that rank-in-class in a large 
graduating class is of greater value as a criterion for 
predicting college success than the scores on an intel. 
ligence test. He found a correlation as high as .70 be­
tween rank in higb school class and the first semester 
college achievement. It should be noted that the high 
schools considered in this study were large high s~10ols. 
11e reached the conclusion that rank in graduating classes 
of fewer than 100 students was of no value in predicting 
c~llege success. His study was, however, limited to those 
students who had enrolled in the Liberal Arts College. 
16 E.L.Clark. "Selection of Fresmnen in the North­
w'estern Universi ty College of Liberal Arta R in the 
Educational Record 8:122-28, (April 1927) 
19 
The report does not indicate how the rank-in-class was 
cOlaputed for this survey. 
In 1917 E.A. Lincoln 17 wade a study of the relative 
standing of pupils in high school, in early college and 
in college entrance examinations. The records which were 
used for this study were those of 300 stUdents, covering 
a period of two years of college work. The averages of 
high school marks were correlated with the average marks 
received the first and second year in college. The aver­
age of the first two years in college was also correlated 
wi th the entrance examination grade. The repo,rt aho'Wed 
that the high school average was superior to the entrance 
examination as a basis for predicting college success. 
Lincoln states that the high school averages correlated 
higher With the first year college grades than with the 
second year college gr&des. 
A atudy of the relative standing of students in se­
condary school and comprehensive exalilinat1ons, and gradee 
made in college was made by B. Bea tley18 wi th recorda of 
17E.;.Lincoln,lI~elativeStandingO; Pupils in High
Scbool, in Early College, a nd in College Entrance Examina­
tion" in School and Soc ie tx, 5 :417-20, (April 7. 1917) 
18 B.Beatley, "Relative Standing of Stud~nts in Se­
cqndary School and Comprehensive Examinations, and in 
College, in School Review 30: 141... 47, (February 1922) 
20 
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423 college students. He correlated the average lIB rks 
in the last two years of high school and the average 
marks received in each of the first two years of college. 
He also correlated the average lnade on the cOIJprehensive 
examination. prepared by the Entrance Examination Board, 
and the average marks received in t:acll of the i'irst t'Uo 
years of college. Heatley did not find such a great dif. 
ference between the correlations of the first year of 
college work and the second year of college work. He 
found the correlations based on a combinatio.n of high 
school average and the comprehensive examination average 
were higber than the correlation based on either average 
alone. His correlation involving the combination of av­
erages was above .60. It was Beatley's conclusion tl,at 
the last two years of a pupil's high school record were of 
far greater significance as a forecasting device tl~n all 
four years. 
Correlat ion of Part,.icul,!lr Hi,gh 3cllo_ol and College 
Subjects. -- A number of recent investigations for pre­
dicting college success have been made using for bases: 
intelligence or college ap ti tude tea ts; total high;3 chool 
record, expressed as an average; and marks in specific 
high school subjects, or a combination of these. 
22 
H. L. Garrett19 gives a review of a recently completed 
inves tiga tion by C. V. Odell, "Fred ioting the Scholas tic 
Success of College Freshmen", written in the University of 
Illinois Bulletin )LXV, No. 2 (Se~tember 13, 1927). One 
part of this investigation had to do with college achieve­
ment in relation to standing on an intelligence test ad. 
ministered to high school sBnior classes. to general 
scholastic average in high school, ~nd to marks in speci­
fic high school sUbjects. It involved the majority of the 
high schools i!l the state of Illinois and about 100 in­
stitutions of higher learning in the state. The general 
finding was that simple coefficients of correlation of 
high school and colleg~ average fall below .50. Corre­
lations baaed on scores on an in~elligence test are 
uniformly lower than those based on the high SCllool marks. 
Correlations based on intelligence tests. only three in 
56 exceed .40, ~hereas two out of 55 based on general 
high school average exceed .50. Only four out of 79 
correlations based on individual subjects exceed .50. Out 
of 23 wultiple coefficients involving various combinations 
19Homer L. Garrett. "Predictive Value of High School 
necords with Special Reference to Rank-in-Class" UnpUblished 
Master's Dissertation.Stanford University, 1932. 
23 
of subjects of factors, about one-fourth exceed .60. 
while more than one-third fell below .50. 
Garrett suggests that the findings of Odell were in­
fluenced by t:Le intelligence test used. condi tions which 
existed in the high schools Where the intelligence tests 
were being taken. the :various marlcing systems of the 100 
colleges and universities represented. and by other condi­
tions Which would undoubtedly arise in considering four 
years of work in 50 large a group of institutions. 
Another investigation which is summarized in Garrett'S 
thesis is from Lena James Hawks. "Certain Relationships 
Between Scholarship in High School and in Colleges" Which 
waB printed in the John Hopkins University Studies in 
Education. No. 15. 1931. Hawks made use of the multiple 
correlation. and investigated the relationship between 
success in college and all four years of high school re­
cords. the last three. and records in individual high 
school subjects. The data included three groups of stu­
dents. mostly from liberal arts divisions. in John Hopkin 
University, Vanderbuilt Univer,sity. and Gettysburg College 
An attempt was made to study the bearing upon prediction 
of success in college from records obt~ined from a single 
high school. The groups were for the most part too small 
24 
to yield hiehly xeli~ble returns. It was the opinion of 
Gar~ett that little consideration ':oS given to the relia­
bility of the findings. The results shov:ed that little is 
added to predictive value or records by tuking the entire 
high school record rather than the last tr.ree years. This 
report brings rather pointed information os to the value 
of considering senior high school records, only, for 
college entrance. 
Combinations \'ih ich involved tv.o or three academic 
high ~chool subjects, particularly English and mathe­
matics, were found to appro4imate in significance the 
average in all sUbjects. Correlations between the av­
erage of high school marks and first semester scholar­
ship at John Hopkins University approximate .70. with 
those for specific subjects running lower, and thooe for 
combinations of sUbjects running higher. The results 
from the other universities, however, ran lo~er than those 
at John Hopkins University. 
A study ~as made of the records of 1906 students 
who attended the University of Wisconsin, and wbo hod 
taken the Ohio State University Psycbological Test dur­
ing their senior year in high scheol. The report of the 
~5 
study and findings was made oy Ruth K. Byrns. 20 For 
968 of the students, the rank-in-class was obtained from 
high ~chools, with no accounting apparently for basis for 
ran~ing or size of class. The university group hed a med­
ian score that approxi~ted the upper quartile of scores 
of over 16,000 high school seniors who took the psycho­
logical test, showing that the university drew a select 
group of students. This group was superior to tbe groups 
entering other institutions, according to the Opinion of 
Byrns, from the 1929 high school classes. In terras of 
rank-in-class, 72 per cent of the 968 students, for whom 
the da ta was available, c,alue from the upper h6.1f of the 
high school graduating class. Prediction of freshmen 
achievement for the first semester, when grade points 
were used to correlate With the percentile ranks on the 
psychological test. was .36. The percentile ranks were 
determined by usin6 all of the scores for the 16,000 high 
school seniors who took the test. The correlation was .48 
when percentile ranks were based upon the university group 
The correlation between the first and second semester 
grade points was .73. The wultiple correlation based 
20Ruth K. Byrns, "Scholastic Aptitude and Freshmen 
Achievement" School and Society, 35:713-18, (May 21,1932) 
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on psychological test and rank-in-class was .626. I 
The survey conducted by Bryns seemed to yield re­
sults similar to other state wide surveys when high school 
grades or rank-in-class are correlated with college apti­
tude tests. 
H. L. Garrett 21 made a state wide survey in Lousi­
ana of the graduates of the high schools of th&t state who 
attended four different uni vere i ties in tha t sta te. The 
schools were: Lousiana State University, State Teachers 
College, Southwestern Lousiana Institute, and Lousiana 
College. The stady included the records of 1127 graduates 
from high school in the year 1328 who enrolled in one of 
these four universities. The main purpose of the survey 
was to show the importance of rank-in-class. a s well as 
other related data on prediction of college success from 
high school records. 
Garrett concluded that the rank in class ~as very 
significant from classes of 25 or more graduates. He went 
so fa.r as to say that it is a valid criterion of college 
success for eitber sex. In a correlation between the num­
ber of qualified credits earned by ilien and by women, and 
21 Q£. ~ Garrett, pp. 156-7. 
&;7 
their rank-in-class based on various combinations of high 
school mar~s of graduating classes of less than 25, the 
men sho~ed a correlation of .516 and the homen .453. For 
a similar correlation for larger graduating classes the 
figures were: men, .655 and women, .698. The Whole group 
of graduates regardless of size of the high school, correl­
ated .572 for men and .592 for women. 
The rank-in-c~ass for the third and fourth year in 
high school showed the greatest correlation ~ith college 
success ~hen cUill~~red with the average in high school 
subjects, or other forms of comparison. 
Flora Leach 22 in a study of correlation of gmdes 
made by 500 Indiana Univers 1ty students, cOII1J;>ured them 
in the following manner: high school metheLlatics With 
all college sUbjects; t:tat is, mathematics viith each 
subject individually. The correlation varied greatly,but 
for tl:e most part from .30 to .76. The latter being 
tbe correlation between matl:ematics in high school ~ nd 
college German, where there was insufficient sampling to 
be of any significance for prediction. 
22 
Flora E. Leach, liThe Relation Betvleen lJarks ilade 
in High School Mathematics and Marks Made by Graduates in 
Various Subjects in Indiana University" Unyublished Master's 
Thesis, 1929. p.30 
28 
In these correlations it "'as notl;:d that bigb scl-ool 
and college ma the'IDa tics correlated .467. From c~lcula­
tionp the author expressed the p6ssibilities in the fol­
loWing manner: 
"All students wbo I:'lb.ke bela", .80 in higb school 
mathematics made "nlt in university lllatbematics. 
Chances are 19 to 7 trra t t:be s tUQent wboe6 mark in 
bigh school is .79 or lower, that he will fail in 
university matbematics. If the aver8ge lies be­
tween .SO and .90 in higlJ school mathematics, his 
chances are :3 to 13 that he will make "B" in uni­
versity mathematics; ebout 5 to :3 that he will 
make "C"; and about 3 to 13 that his univeroity 
mathematics will be tiD" ~ If bis higl 6c1:001 fie the­
matics is .90 or upward. the probEbili ties Bre 1 to 
13 that he will make "AI. in univeroity matbematics; 
3 to 5 that he will make liB" ; 13 to 15 tha t he will 
make lie" and only 1 to 9 that he vjill make "D". 
Summary of Findines, in _t,he. I,nvestiga,tion~ .Jus~ ~~­
viewe,d Rel.ated to This 3tudy:-- From thE investig~tions 
Which have been made and those cited in this sunuJ~ry of re­
l~ted investigations concerning the fuctors "ihich influence 
the reliability of high 'sclJOol grades for predicting col­
lege achievement, the follo\.ing generalizations may be 
mo,de: 
(a) A majority of investigations indiCate tlJat high 
school grades are superior to any other single criterion 
for predicting college success. It is the belief~of most 
of the investigators tlJat high school grades are superior 
to psychological tests. college aptitude tests, entrance 
29 
examinations, and otber such tests. 
(b) A combinetion of criteria has more signif'icE'..nce 
than a single criteria. 
(c) A combination of English, mathematics and science 
grades constitutes one of the best oasis for ranking a 
graduating class. 
,( d) The grades from the last tVJo years of high scYool 
are more valuable for predicting cOllege success than are 
the first two years or all four years in bigh nchool com­
bined. 
(e) If rank-in-clas6 is to be used as a means of 
prediction, this should only be applied to large high schools. 
Those students graduating in small classes probably could 
best be judged from the last two years' grades in hieh school. 
(f) Tbe predictive value of rsnk-in-cle.s6 is not in­
fluenced materially by difference in sex of the groups. 
(g) Indications are that single subjects are of little 
predictive value for estimating probable success in college. 
(h) Predictions for high-ranking students in high 
Bchool are much more reliable than are predictions for low. 
ranking students. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY 
This study is confined to the correlation of ~~gh 
ochool and college grades. The high school ~verage in 
all sUbjects, a.nd the averages in the high school sUbjects 
of English, mathematics, science, foreign language, and 
social science are correlated with college average. col­
lege weighted average and college grade points. 
In this chapter will be found tables and figum s 
~hich contain the number of the student, the college av­
erage, and the college weighted average. In the latter 
part of this chapter are tables l'ibich shOlJ the correla­
tion between high school grades and college grade points. 
Student number one in each table is the sallie student, 
which makes possible a comparison of the average in each 
subject. The preceding statement applies to all tables 
except table XVI. All of the grades in tbe first six 
tables are averages for all four years. For example, 
table V gives the average of all social science grades of 
the fifty students for all four years of high scbool in 
comparison with the average of all college gr8des, dis­
regarding the credit ~ours of a course. for four years; 
30 
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a.nd college average. vieighted wi tb the credi t hours of the 
course, for four years. The figures are found following 
the table from wbose data they ~ere constructed. 
Table XVI and figure ? sho~ the comparison of high 
school and college averages for 26 students Who did not 
complete their four years in college. Some of these 26 
students attended college one year. some attended two 
years, and others three years. 
Table III. on the following page. u~y be read.s 
foll.OViS: student nmpber 1 made an average of 82 in high 
school. an average of 89 in college, When credit hours 
were not considered, a.nd 88.6 When credit hours \,;ere 
considered for all of the couroes. 
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TABLE III. HIGH SCHOOL Ah""D COLUiGE A\lERAGl'~S OF }4'IFTY 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES 
-,­
Student No. 
--­
H.I. 
Average
_r_ 
College 
Average 
College 
Y;eighted Ave. 
~-----
1 
2 
82 
89 
89 
90 
88.6 
90.? ~ 
4 
5 
6 
90 
90 
?9 
77 
90 
9~ 
85 
84 
~1 
93.? 
85.~ 
84.~ 
7 90 9, 84.5 
8 79 86 86.9 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
= 
77 
?8 
7? 
SiO 
'79 
88 
85 
90 
90 
93 
8? 
92 
~ 
~ 
L' 
83.9 
91 
89~1 
92.8 
87~2 
92.2 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
75 
91 
79 
8~ 
95 -
86 
90 
86 
89 
94 
" 
84.9 
99·4 
86.6 
89.2 
93.4 ~O 
21 
?8 
95 
91 
94 
90.2 
94' 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2? 
84 
92 
82 
87 
88 
?5 
89 
91 
89 
89 
92 
84 
89~5 
92~5 
88~1 
8?4 
91~~ 
85~4 
28 86 91 92~4 
29 84 84 86~5 
30 
- 31 
84 
81 
88 
85 
88~8 
8?~8 ~2 89 96 89~? 3~ ?9 88 88.7 
34 
35 
77 
78 
87 
S8 
86~4 
88~~ 
36 
37 
7? 
92 
8:5 
9G 
82~9 
92.5 
38 
39 
40 
88 
?? 
86 
r 89 
88 
91 
88.~ 
88.3 
88.4 
TABLE III. (Continued) 
..... 
CollegeStudent No. H.S. Ave. College Ave. \vEigbted Ave • 
............_----------------------------~-----,~~ - - ...._------, 
41 90 90 90~7 
42 81 90 88~8 
43 80 88 88~1 
44 92 90 90~2 
45 90 92 9l~5 
46 88 91 92~3 
47 87 89 90~1 
48 73 81 83.1 
fig 68 90 89' 
50 80 83 83.5 
Average 83.9 88.8 88.8 
Flve students made a higher average in high Bchool 
than in college; four students made the same ~verage in 
high sc1l001 as in college; and forty-one stuuents made a 
higher average in college than in high schuol. The college 
average is 4.9 higher than the high school average. nle 
c'ollege average of all grades is the same as the a,ollege 
~eignt€d average; 88.8 • 
Figure 1 shows the mode of high school averages to 
be 78. The mode of college averages is 90; the mode of tbe 
weighted college averages is 88. The coefficient of cor­
relation of high school average and college average is .195. 
The coefficient of correlation of 1igb school average and 
~eig1ted college average is .711 • 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
-
- ­
Student Ko. 
, 
H.B. 
Average Student No. 
-
Colle~ 
Average 
13 79 33 88 
17 79 34 87 
33 79 13 87 
10 78 15 86 
20 78 8 86 
35 78 17 86 
6 77 5 85 
9 77 9 85 
11 77 36 85 
34 7'7 31 85 
36 77 6 84 
3,9 77 27 84 
Hi 75 29 84 
27' '15 50 83 
48. 73 48 81 
From Table IV which is given above a comparison of 
the ranking of each student may be made with respect to 
the other forty-nine students. The ranking shows that 
eight students who ranked in the upper one-fourth in high 
school !I'fmked in tte upper one-fourth in col.lege; six stu­
dents wbo rfJnked in the lower one-fourth in high sC}JOol 
ranked in the lower one-fourth in college. One student 
who ranked in the lcwer one-fourth in high school ranked 
in the upper one-fourth in college. Six students who were 
in the middle fifty per cent in high Bchool were in the low­
6r one-fourth in college. Five students Who were in the 
lower one-fourtb in high school were in the middle fifty 
per cent in college. 
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TABLE V. HIGH SCHeOL SOCIAL SCIENCE AIm COLIEGE A1£RAGE 
FOR FIFTY STUDEliTS 
- . 
-
. , 
Student No. Soc. Sci. Ave. College Ave. College 
__ v"e~Lted AVf:: 
1 85 89 88~6 
2 88 89 90.7 
3 92 90 91 
4 88 93 93.7 
5 75 85 85.3 
6 84 84 84~3 
7 85 92 84.5 
8 78 86 86~9 
9 7;; 85 83.9 
10 77 9C 91 
11 78 9C 89.1 
12 84 93 9~~8 
13 78 87 87~2 
14 94 92 92~2 
15 73 86 84~9 
16 93 90 90~4 
17 70 86 86~6 
18 81 89 89~2 
19 95 94 93~4 
::.0 88 91 9C.2 
21 95 94 94 
22 84 89 89~5 
23 93 91 92·.5 
24 80 89 88~1 
25 90 89 87~4 
26 88 92 91~3 
27 70 84 85~4 
28 90 91 ,9G~4 
29 88 84 86~5 
30 82? 88 88.8 
31.. 78 85 87~8 
32 87 90 89~7 
33 75 88 88~7 
34 78 87 86~4 
35 79 88 88~3 
36 78 85 82.9 
37 33 92 92~5 
38 9C 89 88.3 
39 73 88 88.3 
40 87 91 88.4 
37 
--
38 
TABLE V. (Continued) 
- C A CollegeStudent No. Soc. Sci. .Ave. ollege .ve.~ . ht d A
"e1.s, eve. 
41 93 90 90~7 
42 . 80 90 88~8
 
43 83 88 88~1
 
44 90 90 90~2
 
45 89 92 91~5
 
46 90 91 92~3
 
47 86 89 90.1
I48 72 81 83.1 
~49 85 90 89 
50 70 83 83.6 
. --.--­
Average 83.48 88.8 88.8 
The coefficient of correlation between nigh Bchool 
social science and college average is .719, the correla­
tion between high school social science and ~eighted 
college average is .730 . 
Table V stows ten students made a higher aver~ge 
in tigh schoOl social science tban their college average. 
Two made the same average a.nd tbirty-eight made a higher 
average in college than they made in social science in 
higb scbool. The av~rage for college is 5.32 per cent 
higher than the average for b igb schewl soc ial sc ience. 
Figure 2 shows the modes in hign school social science 
to be 78 and 88. The mode for college is 90. The high 
sehool grades are widely distributed with the colle~ 
grades normally much higher. 
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TABLE VI.	 HIGH SCHeOL MATBEMATICS AlID COLlEGE AVERAGE FOR 
FI FTY STUDENTS 
--­
Student No. 
.. . 
Math. ,Ave. College Ave. College 
\'.'e ighted Ave • 
1 81 89 88.6 
2 88 90 90.7 
3 92 gO 91 
4 91 93 93~7 
5 80 85 85~3 
6 78 84 84.3 
7 90 92 84~5 
8 78 86 86~9 
9 74 85 83.9 
10 :to 90 91 
11 77 90 89~1 
12 91 93 ~2:8 
13 ,?? 87 B7~2 
14 83 92 92~2 
15 r15 86 84:9 
16 88 90 90.4 
17 80 86 86:6 
18 82 89 89.2 
19 35 94 93~4 
20 78 91 90.2 
~l 95 94 94 
22 85 89 89.5 
n";l. 
~v 'J'-'G ~1 g~;. 5 
~4 85 89 88~1 
~~5 80 89 87~4 
26 91 92 91.3 
27 80 84 85:4 
28 83 91 9Z.4 
29 84 88 86.5 
30 90 88 88:8 
31 81 85 87.8 
32 86 9C 89.7 
33 90 86 88.7 
34 73 87 86.4 
35 84 88 88.3 
36 75 85 82. 
37 gO 92 92.5 
38 83 89 88.3 
39 ?8 88 88:3 
40 80 91 88.4 
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TABLE VII	 HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH AND COLLEGE AVERAGE ]"DR FIFTY 
STUDENTS 
. 
Student No. H. S. Eng. Ave. College Ave •.. College.\\'e ighte dAve • 
.s 
1	 87 89 88.6 
2 94 90 90.7 
3 87 90 91' 
4 92 93 93.7 
5 79 85 85.3 
6 76 84 84.3 
7 91 92 84~5 
8 78 86 86~9 
9	 83 85 83.9 
10 79 90 91 
11 80 90 89.1 
12 88 93 92~8 
13 84 87 87.2 
14 88 92 92.2 
15 76 86 84~9 
16 90 eo 80~4 
17 79 86 86~6 
1.8 84 89 ! 89~2 
19 95 94 93.4 
20 77 :H 90~2 
21 95 ~Ll 94. 
22	 89 8~	 89.5 
23	 94 91 92.5 
24 88 89 88.1 
25 88 89 87~4 
26 90 92 91.3 
27 70 84 85.4 
gO28 91 92~4 
29 86 84 86~5 
30 84 88 88~8 
31 82 85 87.8 
32	 91 90 89.7 
33 80 88 88.7 
34 79 87 86.4 
35 78 88 88.3 
36 82 85 82.9 
37 95 3G 9G.5 
38 91 89 88.3 
39 83 88 88.3 
40 91 91 88.4 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
===========::==============::=::==..:..- - - - ­CollegeStudent No. H. S t Ji~ng. Ave. College Ave. Weighted Ave. 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
93 
86 
88 
92 
88 
83 
89 
?4 
88 
?3 
90 
90 
88 
90 
92 
91 
89 
81 
90 
83 
90.rT 
88.8 
88.1 
90.2 
91.5 
92~3 
90.1 
83.1 
89 
83.6 
Average 85.34 88.8 88.8 
According to the above table, ten students made a 
higher average in high scbool English than in their college 
average; five students made the same average in high sClJool 
English as their college average; and thirty-five st.l dents 
made a higher average in c ollege th~n in high s cbool Eng­
lish. The college average was 3.46 higher than the high 
school average in English. 
The coefficient of correlation between high school 
English and college average is .811; tbe' correIa. t,ion for 
English and college weighted average is .910. The latter 
correlation is tbe highest correlation in this study. 
The folloWing figure. number 4, indicates that the 
mode for English is 88; the mode for college being 90. 
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TABLE VIII. HIGH DCHOOL FOHEIGN LANGUAGE AIm COLLEGE 
P. VEHAGE FOR li'IFTY STUDENTS 
-
CollegeStudent No. H. S. F.Language College Ave. 11Jeighted Ave. 
1 80 89 88.6 
2 89 90 90.7 
;) 85 90 91·
 
4 94 93
 9~.7 
5 80 85 85~3 
6 70 84 84.3
7 91 92 84~5 
Q 78 860 86.99 83 85 83.910 80 90 9111 71 90 89~112 86 93 92~8
13 77 87 87~2
14 86 92 92~215 77 86 84.916 92 90 90.4

17 89 3G 86~6
 
18 78 ,D,Cl0'0/ 89.2
19 95 94 93~4
20 78 91 90.2
 
21 
, 
95 94 94·
 
22 80 89 89~5 
23 93 91 92~5 
24 86 89 88~125 83 89 87~4 
26 80 92 91.327 70 84 85.4
28 80 :)1 92.4

29 7? 8 Ll, 86.5 
30 801 88 88.8 
31 81 85 87.832 g::;' go 89~7 
33 83 88 88~7
34 74 37 86~4
35 81 68 88.3 
36 75 85 82.937 90 9G 92.538 85 89 88.3 
39 73 88 88.3 
40 86 31 88.4 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Student Uo. H. S • F •La ng •Ave. College Ave. . . College\.elghted AVe 
-

41 93 90 90.7 
42 80 90 88.8 
43 80 88 88.1 
44 93 90 90.2 
45 88 9~ 91.5 
46 89 91 I 92.3 
47 84 89 90.1 
48 73 81 83.1 
49 87 90 89 
50 92 83 83.6 
--­
. -
_. 
Average 83.44 (. 88.8 88.8 
According to table VIII, ten students I~de a higher 
average 1n high school language than in their college 
average. and forty students made a higher average in 
college than in high school language. The college was 
5.36	 higher than the high school average in language. 
It is found that the high school language mode is 
80 and the college mode is 90, according to figure 5. 
The coefficient of corre18tion between bigh school 
foreign language and college average is .875; the correla­
tion between high school language and weighted college 
average is .556 • 
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TABLE IX	 HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE AND COLLEGE AVERAGE FOR 
FI FrY STUDENTS 
..
 
Student No. B.S.Sci.Ave. College Ave. College ~eighted Ave • 
._--­
~ 
1 80 89 88.6 
2 88 90 90.7 
3 94 90 91 
4' 95 93 93.7 
5 80 85 85.3 
6 70 84 84.3 
7 92 92 84.5 
8 83 86 86.t 
9 75 85 83.9 
10 
11 
12 
73 
80 
93 
90 
gO 
93 
91 
89.1 
92~8 
13 
14 
78 
;3 
87 
92 
87~2 
9~~2 
15 
16 
70 
gO 
86 
90 
84.9 
90~4 
17 80 86 86~6 
18 88 89 89~2 
19 
20 
21 , 
95 
78 
95 
94 
91 
94 
93.4 
90.2 
94' 
22 83 89 89~5 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
'j3 
84 
93 
9~ 
7''''
'" 89 
85 
91 
89 
89 
92 
84 
91 
94 
92~5 
88.1 
87~4 
91~3 
85~4 
92.4 
86~5 
30 
31 
32 
33 
87 
85 
93 
'70 
88 
85 
90 
88 
88~8 
87.8 
89.7 
86.4 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
83 
80 
75 
94 
92 
87 
88 
85 
92 
89 
88.3 
82~9 
92~5 
88~3 
88.3 
39 
40 
83 
8'7 
88 
91 
88.4 
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TABlE IX (Continued) 
CollegeStudent No. B.S. Sci. Ave. College Ave. Weighted Ave 
41 90 90 90.7 
42 82 90 88.8 
43 7'5 88 88.1 
44 93 90 90.2 
45 .~ 95 92 ~n .5 
46 83 91 92.3 
4'l 93 89 :'" 90.1 
48 
49 
93 
90 
81 
90 
~, 83.1 
89" 
50 78 83 83.6 
.___c_ 
Average 84.8 88.8 88.8 
The coe ffic ient of correIa tion be tlieen high 6chool 
sc irmce and college average is found to be .8~7. the 
correlation of high school science With weighted college 
average is .702. 
Table IX indicates that fourteen students made a 
ijigher average in high school science than in college. 
Seven students made the same average in high school science 
as college average, and twenty-nine students made a 
higher average in college than in high school science. 
The college average .....as 4 per cent higher than tbe science 
average. 
The mode for science, as shown in figure 6, is 94; 
the mode for college being 90. 
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COIT!Earison of High Sch90l Averages wj.th CoLlege Gr-ade 
Points.-- ]I. furtt~er study of the significance of high. school 
J'l~a.des in predicting college success was nw.de by correlating 
the averages in each. high school subj'ect with college c~rade 
points. The College grade points were computed by multiply­
Ing the number of hours fOI' a given sUbject by the number of 
grade points given for each letter in grad:1.ng. For exampJ.e: 
Three grade points per hour are given for each nAu , two and 
one-half for an tJA_\f, two for a UB", one a,nd one-he,lf for a 
tB_", one for a ItO"', and one-half point for s. ltC_It. 
The total number of points for the four j~e;3.rs of under­
e;raduate work were used in this correlatlon. These totals of 
ade points were ta.ken from the official records as they 
had been computed in the office of' the Reg:i.s trar. 
In the follo':7ing pages will be found tables and figures 
of the findings in the different subjects compt1red to the 
totftl grtide points:. Again the coeffic:~ent of correla.tion is 
the Pearsouien r. 
'rhe same ,students records are!)sed in this p8rt of the studJ\ 
as were used in the pl'eoeding part of the study. Student n .... 
bcr 1 is the same, likeWise 2, 3, etc. rom these records 
a comp8.ris on "may be ma.de of r,"ruich type of correlation is of 
greater value in predicting college success, correlating high 
school averages and college averages, o,r high school averages 
and college grade points. 
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TABLE X.	 HIGH ;3CHOOL AVERAGl~ AND COL:rn'GE Glu"'DE POINTS FOR 
FIFrY STUDENTS 
Student No. High School Ave. College Grade points 
. 
1 82 226 
2 8'~ 275 
3 90 268 
4 90 332 
5 79 141 
6 77 127 
7 90 286 
8 79 177 
9 77 159 
10 1'/8 262 
11 ?'! 213 
12 90 ~O4 
13 t 79 182 
14 88 298 
15 75 142 
16 91 247 
17 79 163 
18 82 209 
19 95 339 
20 78 2~1 
21 
~, 
95 337 
22 84 228 
23 , 92 312 
24 82 214 
25 
26 . 
87 
88 
232 
241 
27 75 146 
28 86 295 
29 8/1 122 
30 81 218 
31 89 201 
32 79 229 
33 77 202 
34 7a 164 
35 77 198 
36 77 167 
37 92 314 
38 88 2~5 
39 86 214 
40 9C 221 
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TABLE X (Continued) 
......... 
-­
- ---_.­
Student No. High School Ave. College Gr&de Points 
41 90 221 
42 81 218 
43 80 223 
44 92 262 
45 90 271 
46 88 308 
47 87 180 
48 73 142 
4'3 88 213 
50 80 159 
Average 83.9 ~26.24 
When the students were ranked for their high senool 
average and college graae points it ~as noted that eight 
s t uJents v.ho ran.,::ed in the up)e r one-fourth 0 f the group 
in lJ.igh school average ranked in tLe upper one-fourth in 
college grade points. Seven students in the lo~er one-
fourth, according to tigh scbool average, ranked in the 
lower one-fourth according to college grade points. 
The c~efficient of correlation of high school aver­
age and college grade points for the fifty students is .800 • 
TABLE XI	 HIGli SCliCOL ENGLISH AVERAGE A~J) COLLEGE GRA]JJ;~ POInTS 
FOR FIFTY COLLEGE GRADUATES. 
~-_ . ----
,.,.
 
Student .No. H. S. English Ave. College Gr~de Points
 
1 87 226
 
2 94 275
 
3 87 286
 
4' 92 332
 
5 79 141
 
6 76 127
 
7 91 286
 
8- 78 177
 
9 83 159
 
10 79 2G2
 
11 f30 213
 
12 88 304
 
13 84 182
 
14 38 298

-15 76 142
 
16 90 247
 
17 79 163
 
18 84 209
 
19 95 339
 
20 77 2::21
 
21 95 337
 
22 89 228
 
~3 94 312
 
~4 88 214
 
25 88 232
 
26 90 241
 
27 70 146
 
28 90 295
 
29 86 122
 
30 8~ 218
 
31 82 201
 
32 91 229
 
33 80 202
 
34 79 164
 
35 78 198
 
36 8~ 167
 
37 95 314
 
38 91 225
 
39 83 225
 
40 91 214
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TABLE XI (Continued) 
Student No. H.S. English Ave. College Grnde Points 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
5C' 
93 
86 
88 
g2 
88 
83 
89 
74 
88 
73 
-~ .~ ~~----
Average 85.34 
G21 
218 
223 
262 
271 
308 
180 
142 
213 
159 
---_....__~_-<--"""--._--._---_._-"-_ ...... ..,_~_._-
226.24 
The coefficient of oorrelation for English average 
and college grade points is .769 • 
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TABLE XII. HIGH SChOOL MATi-.,EbATICS AVERAGE AND COI.LEGE GRADE 
POINTS FOR FIFTY COLll;GE GHADUATr:S 
--­
-
. ---_._--­
Student No. H. s. lJatbel[1atics Ave. College Grade Points 
__.a-______ 
1 81 226 
2 88 275 
3 82 268 
,4 91 332 
(5 80 141 
6 78 127 
7 gO 28€, 
8 78 177 
9 74 159 
10 70 262 
11 77 312 
12 91 304 
13 77 182 
4 
~ 
63 298 
1;; '75 142 
16 88 247 
17 80 163 
18 82 209 
19 95 ~39 
20 78 ~Gl 
21 95 337 
22 85 ~28 
23 g:i Z;l~ 
24 85 214 
25 oe 232 
26 91 ~41 
27 8e 146 
28 83 295 
29 84 l~i~ 
30 90 218 
31 81 201 
32 86 229 
33 gO 202 
34 73 164 
35 84 198 
36 75 167 
37 90 314 
38 83 22-5 
39 78 2~5 
40 Be 214 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
Student No. H.S. Yathematics Ave. College Gr&de Pts. 
41 82 221 
42 80 218 
43 78 223 
44 93 262 
45 88 271 
46 85 308 
47 80 180 
48 7C 142 
49 
50 
89 
Be 
213 
159 
----­
Average 83.16 226.24 
The coefficient of correlation for nigh school mathe­
matics and grade pointe for college is .659 • 
TABLE XIII. HIGH SCHOOL SCIEnCE AVErtAGE AND COLu::GE GRAIlE 
POINTS li'OR FI FTY STUDEnTS 
Student Ko. B.S.Science Ave. 
-------_._--------_._..----­
1 80
 
2 88
 
3 94
 
4 95
 
5 80
 
6 70
 
7 92
 
8 83
 
9 '75 
10 73
 
11 80
 
12 93
 
13 78
 
14 93
 
15 70
 
16 90
 
17 80
 
18 88
 
19 g5
 
20 78
 
21 95
 
22 83
 
23 93
 
~4 84
 
25 93
 
26 92
 
27 73
 
28 89
 
29 85
 
30 87
 
31 85
 
32 93
 
7,~ 
,-,v 70
 
34 83
 
35 78
 
36 75
 
37 94
 
38 92
 
39 83
 
40 87
 
College Grade Points. 
226
 
275
 
268
 
332
 
141
 
1}~7 
;~86 
177
 
159
 
262
 
312
 
304
 
182
 
298
 
142
 
257
 
163
 
209
 
339
 
~,.:.l 
337
 
f;~8 
312
 
214
 
232
 
241
 
146
 
295
 
122
 
218
 
201
 
2~~9 
202
 
164
 
198
 
167
 
314
 
225
 
225
 
214
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TABLE XIII (Continued) 
---------­ ~ _._=::.----"-­
Student No. H.S. Science Ave. College Grade Points 
--------.....----.-­
41 90 221 
42 82 218 
4:3 75 223 
44 93 G62 
45 95 271 
46 83 308 
47 93 180 
48 73 142 
49 90 213 
50 78 ~159 
- -
-
Average 84.8 G26.24 
The coefficient of correlation for high scnaol science 
average and college grnde points is .065 
TABLE XIV. HIGH. SCHOOL FCHEIGlf LANGUAGE' AVERAGE AND COLLEGE 
GRADE POINTS FOR FIFTY COLIE(}]: GRADUATES 
Student 1\0. H.S. Foreign Language College Gr~ae Points
--_._­ ~--~_._----
1 80 ~~6
 
2 89 275
 
3 85 268
 
4 94 332
 
5 80 141
 
6 70 1~7
 
7 91 286
 
8 78 1'77
 
9 83 159
 
10 80 262
 
11~ 71 312 
12 86 304
 
13 7'7 182
 
14 86 298
 
15 77 14~
 
16 92 247
 
17 89 16Zl
 
18 78 209
 
19 95 339
 
20 78 2~1
 
21 95 337
 
22 8e 228
 
23 93 312
 
24 86 ~n4
 
~25 83 43%
 
~:;6 80 ~41
 
27 70 146
 
28 80 295
 
29 77 1~:2.
 
30 80 218
 
31 81 201
 
32 92 229
 
33 83 2C2
 
34 74 164
 
35 81 198
 
36 75 167
 
37 90 314
 
:::8 85 ~25 
J>9 73 225 
4(- 86 214 
TABLE XIV (Continued) 
Students No. H.S. Foreign Language College Grade Pis. 
----_._- ~------_.__._- _.__._--­
41 93 221
 
42 80 218
 
43 80 G2~
 
44 93 26~
 
45 88 ~71
 
46 89 308
 
47 84 180
 
48 73 14:6
 
49 87 213
 
5e 92 159
 
Average 83.44 226.24 
The coefficient of correlation for tigh school for­
eign language and college grade points for the fifty 
students is • .811 • 
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TABLE Y:V. HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL SCIENCE AVERAGE A1i"'D COLLEGE 
illlADE POINTS FOR ffIFTY STUDENTS 
,---------------~-~-
· l~StUQent No. H .v. Soc. So 1. Ave. College Grade Points 
--_._-------~~-----_. 
1 85 226 
2 88 275 
3 92 268 
4 88 332 
5 75 141 
6 84 127 
7 85 285 
8 78 177 
9 73 159 
10 77 262 
11 '78 213 
r...1" 84 304 
13 '/8 182 
14 94 i!.98 
15 73 14G 
16 93 247 
),7 70 163 
18 81 209 
19 ~5 339 
20 88 221 
21 95 337 
22 64 228 
2~ 93 312 
24 Se ~~14 
r ... ~')25 89 G,",,~ 
26 e8 241 
27 70 146 
28 9« 294 
29 88 1~2 
3C 82 218 
31 78 201 
"::.. '.J
'-'- 87 229 
:33 75 202 
3j 78 164 
35 79 198 
36 78 167 
37 93 314 
38 90 :a~5 
39 73 
87 214'0 225 
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TABLE X!V. (Cont inued) 
The coefficient of correlation for bigh school social 
science and college grade points is • 697 
• 
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TABI£ XVI.	 HIGH SCH00L 1.1~D COLLEGE A\1:f,RAGES FOR TWENTY­
SIX STUDENTS WHO DID NO COMPLETE COLLEGE 
~ 
~ k 
Student No. H. S. Average College Ave. 
1 82 85 
2 84 74 
3 86 84 
4 85 92 
i5	 r/8 76 
I'6 74 , 67 
7 76 84 
8 80 71 
9 83 89 
10 78 81 
11 Be 79 
12 81 85 
13 76 74 
14 75 81 
15 74 82 
16 79 83 
17 77 75
•18 80 85 
19 73 80 
20 81 80 
21 81 00 
22 84 89 
23 81 85 
24 93 92r 
25	 76 74 
26	 76 84 
Average	 79.84 
The coefficient of correlation between the high 
school and	 college average~for the twenty-cix students 
studied, is .0178 • 
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In Table XVI a~e tbe hlgh school and college gr~des 
of t~enty-aix students who were gr&Quates from higb school 
but who did not graduate from college. Fifteen students 
made a higher average in college than they did in bigh 
school. None of the students made the same avernge in 
college as was made in high school. The average in college 
was but 1.35 higLer t:ban tlJe average made in high school. 
In the £ollowing table, TABLE XVII, shows a compari­
pon of the grades made by the twenty-six students who did 
not graduate from college and the fifty students who did 
gradua te from college. All of tbese students 1j7ere grad­
uates from the same high school. 
TABLE XVII.	 COMPARISON OF AVE.:U\Gl~S FOR COLLEGE AND HIGH 
SCHOOL EXPRESSED NUlM1ERICALLY. 
Diff.inGradua tes Non-gradua te s favor of 
gradu.a.t~s 
High sc:bo 01 Ave. 83.90 78.84 4.06 
College Average 88.80 81.19 7.61 
~ 
Table XVI!! indicates that the students who finisbed 
college bad made an average which was 4.06 hi{1her tlJa.n 
the students who did not finish college. The grades in 
college show a greater difference. The grades made by the 
67 
students who finished college were 7.61 per cent higher 
than the grades of the students who did not finish college. 
It is not known why the twenty-six students did not finish 
college; in aome cases it is quite probably that the stu­
dent did not finish because of poor college grudes; however, 
there is no auth€nic proof of tbis st.atement. 
The twenty-six students ~ere ~aken at random from the 
files of withdrawn studen~s, and ~ere for the moat part, 
Etudents Who bad aitended Butler University during the 
four years that tbe fifty students, wbose records are 
used in this study; attended tbe college. 
Figure 7 whi ch fcllo\vs shows tha t the grea ter numbe r 
of students, had averages in high schOOl of 76,80 and 82 
per cent, While the greater number of student aVerages in 
college fall at 80, 84, and 86 per cent. 
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CRAPTER V
 
S~~RY, CONCLUSIONS AND r~COMU}~NDATIONS
 
Summar~. - .. Tne findings of this study may best be 
understood by summarizing ttero in table form. The fol .. 
10Vving table s};o"'.s a comparison of the averages made by 
fifty students in high sclo01 and in college. which also 
sbows the difference in per cent in favor of tne college 
average. The table may be read as follows: the high school 
average in all subjects for the fifty students was 83.90; 
the college average and the college v, eiglJtt:Q average \Iiere 
both 88.8; thus maklng a difference of 4.90 per cent 
difference in favor of the college average. 
TABLE XVIII.	 COMPARISON OF HIGH SCHOOL AND CO~GE AVER.. 
AGES FOR FIFTY STUDENTS 
~ 
-
Weighted DifferenceH.S.Ave. Col. Ave. Col. Ave. in favor of Col. 
All subjects 83.9,0 88.8 88.8 4.90 
Soc. Sci. 83.48 88.8 88.8 5.32 
Mathematics 83.16 88.8 88.8 5.64 
English 85.34 88.8 88.8 3.46 
Foreign Lang. 83,44 88.8 88.8 5.36 
Sci.ence 84.80 88.8 88.8 4.00 
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TABLE XIX. COIfl'P.RISON OF COlffiELATI01TS 
H.S.Subjects Correlation 
'With Col. Ave • 
l:i th Col. 
~eiglted Ave. 
With Col. 
Grade Pts. 
. = 
-
........ 
All SubJects .195 .711 .800 
English .811 .9LO .769 
lJ.a thema t iCB .731 .613 .659 
Science .89'7 .702 .665 
Social Science .719 .730 .697 
Foreign LanguQge .875 .556 .811 
According to Table XIX the correl.ations, of high 
school average and high scbool subjects, were highest in 
English, science and n~tbematics. When high sc1001 aver­
ages were correlated With college weigr.ted averages English 
correlated the highest with .910. the second hig~est was 
social science With a correlation of .730, all subjects 
or the high school aVerage was third ~itL a correlation of 
.711 and fourth was science With a correlation of .702. 
The third means of correlation was to correlate high 
school grades ¥Ii th college grade points. lihen gn:;de pointe 
were used foreign language correlated the highest With high 
school grades. The high school average of all subjects 
was second highest with a correlation of .800. The next 
in order were English. ~ith a correlation of .769; social 
science with a correlation of .697; science. ~ith a cor­
relation of .665; and matben~t1cs. ~ith a correlation of 
.65g. 
Conclusions.-- The foregoing findings warrant the 
following conclusions: 
(a) Predictions based upon the findings of this study 
indicate ttat English is probably the beet si~gle subject 
in high 5CllOOl to be used in predicting college success. 
(b) The correlations of this study do not indicate 
that the average of all high scbool sUbjects is a Viholly 
reliable basis for predicting college success but they 
are of sufficient value in predicting college success tlJat 
they slould not be ignored entirely. 
(c) The results of this study agree very closely 
~ith other simil&r studies. The greater part of the find­
ings of this study are slightly higl1er than tlje average 
of correlaticns found in similar studies cited herein. 
(d) Students who do not finish the four years of 
college work, for tlJe most part. make lo\\er gra.des than 
those students who finish the fours years of college. 
(e) A combinv.tion of criteria such as high sClJOol 
grades. and college aptitude tests or psyc1ological tests 
71 
would probably ~e a more reliable weans of predicting 
Sl) Gees s 
collc:g~J\ tban higb scbool grades alone. 
'rtecommendations:-- From the conclusions in this 
study the follov-dng recoInraenda tions may be made: 
(a) Furtber investigations should be made, includ­
ing more students and more Ligb schools. 
(b) High school grades should be sUIJplem€ nted by 
otber prognostic devices ratter than used alone. 
(c) It is recoIill.:...endedthat correlations should be 
made by using high school averages and college grade 
points or college weiglJted ~v€rage rather tban high 6c11001 
average and college average. 
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